
 

Application Hypothesis testing
see book Ch 8.5
example 8,23

An example of inference or learning Page44C

can we distinguish among 2 or more

possible situations

When more than 2 situations this is

often called

classification.siEhmCradarFnicatm
detect whether signal present or absent

Hi hypothesis that signal is present

Ho absent
Examples detecting a whale in the ocean

detapersmapproachingymrtmtdor
Typical scenario known signal in additivenoise

Y S 1N if signal present Hi

Y N if signal absent Ho

Deledor observe Y and decide Ho or H

gly 1 if YEA A is an event in the
0 if y EA same experiment tha

generates y



what makes a good decision Low error

2 kinds of mistakes

deciding present when absent
false alarm

deciding absent when present
misseddetection

Typically measured through

PF probability of false alarm and

Pp probability of detection

a probability of
Pp PL g Y 1 Ho one kind of

mistake
PC A l Ho

P PL g Y I l H aprobability of one
kind of correctdecision

P CA IH

Another option Pm probability of missed detection

Pm Pl g Y 01H a probability of
another kind of

L Po P Aol H mistake

D thisterminologyisjnstfnew names for concepts
we covered back in Topic I



what makes a good decision Low cost

Each type of error may have a different cost
or risk depends on the applications

too many false alarms may be worse

than too many missed delectron's
or vice versa

These different costs lead to different optimal
decision

function's g Y



Suppose N is Gaussian noise with mean 0

variance 02

and N is idependent of events Ho H

Further suppose our detector gly is

just does
threshlgdiny9j.giY

ybHdpffyiyH.g
Y t

i

4

PF P GH t Ho

p Y 381 Ho
PCN r l CECE

pp P gly L Hi

ply 81 Hi

PL N y since 4 5 1N when

s H is true

p N o s I of Es



Can plot Pp rs PD for various 8

A Receiver Operating Characteristic
Roc

l o

PD

r
i

always
choose gly 0

1

The threshold 8 allows you to trade off

the two types of errors depending on

the needs of your application

Pf 0 PD o never alarm

PF L Pp L always alarm

A chance detector will have
a diagonal ROC curve Po

better

Awamsbewafetterkinadnewdfanu LF
Pf



what threshold should you choose for your
application

Suppose you know PlHo and PLH the underlying
events

Goal Ii minimize probability of error

PE P error p error Ho PlHo
1 pcemrlH.IRtD

pfPLHo t l PD PCH

PE
sample
graph

F fest value of
8

Goal 2 minimize expected cost omitted

Goal 3 maximize PD with constraint

that PE Ex oepsieraafpio.iq

1
PF



what threshold should you choose for your
application Amore full version ofmistakes

supp pltomdptmundry.mgevents

Goal Ii minimize probability of error

PE P error p error Ho PlHo
PC error1H RHD

pp Pato t l PD PCH

PE

sign
F best value of

8

Goal 2 minimize expected cost

E C EL el Ho Pelto E 4H P H

Cio Pfg Y 11Ho PCHo Co Pcg oH PCH

Cio PF PCHo 1 Col l PD PLH



Goal 3 maximize PD with constraint
that pE Ex

PD
rafting

this
example

filmed

plHoly_y PCH Y y

observed

valueof
y H is

more likely

to be the



Classification

M hypotheses not two

ex 3 colors of badges R G B

wavelength in microns

why not consistent
fading from sun

example
inaccurate printer

Thisnot finished light from bulb
is

from Tet measurement device

X color measured in microns

XIB NN 436 400 HB H

NG N NL 546,400 Hc Hz

Xlr Nl 700,400 HR Hs

Procedure measure X Xo

choose Hk to maximize P Hit X Xo

If all equally likely apriori then

equiv to max fxLxd Hi



ALG 0h 8 5.2
exa 8.23
p 444

Gelfand 168 190 corrected

Y G p 306

mean squareestimation
ALG p459

example 8.33 6.68

server allocation
6169
Oh 6.5


